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About This Content

The seven mile Sheerness Branch line from Sittingbourne to Sheerness carries daily commuters from the mainland of Kent to
the county’s only island, the Isle of Sheppey.

Shuttle services between the two towns run regularly throughout the week, and serve commuters from London in one direction
and the Kent coast from the other. The line opened in 1860 and was electrified in 1959 as part of the Kent Coast electrification
programme. Services on the line are operated by Southeastern and typically two-car Class 466 EMUs form the shuttle services,

which is also included with this route extension.

The Sheerness Branch is an extension to the London-Faversham High Speed route  and requires this route to play.

Scenarios

Two scenarios for the route:

Evening Networker Run

Morning Snow Run

More scenarios are available on Steam Workshop online and in-game. Train Simulator’s Steam Workshop scenarios are free and
easy to download, adding many more hours of exciting gameplay. With scenarios being added daily, why don’t you check it out
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now!

Click here for Steam Workshop scenarios.

Key Features

Seven mile branch line from Sittingbourne to Sheerness-on-Sea

Includes Southeastern Class 466 EMU

Scenarios for the route

Quick Drive compatible

Download size: 165mb
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Very addicting definitely worth more than 1 dollar!. I bought this for the neat looking graphics, and because it was on sale..
Wasn't worth it. You're placed into a random level each time, and each level takes 15-30 seconds to complete.Once you
complete it, you're sent to a "continue or return to base" screen. If you hit continue, you're in for another 15-30 second level,
and there's no real reason to go back to base, unless you're low on health or out of ammo (or if you've been instructed to go
back). I heard this game wsa a fun challenge, but, and I know I'm only 2 hours in, it's not challenging at all. 10 seconds of stupid-
easy gameplay, load next, repeat. And the graphics really aren't that good. They're unique, but nothing special. Don't buy this
game.. I let this game simmer and cook awhile waiting for updates, knowing it has awesome potential and could be really good
if cared for with some quality of life stuff. The updates are coming now, and I'm enjoying myself with the undead again. Loving
this game. It has style, tactics, variety, and awesome moments. Keep em coming!. Really fun! A nice battle royale game with an
easy learning curve and Chinese charm.. I haven't 'panicked in a bank' like this, since the '80's.
Classic implementation. A must for any video gaming fan.. Sorry I thought I was paying for shampoo she's using... Cause that
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 doing wonders for her!
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a boring one. shte se samoybiq. This is a cool VR demo with five tiny but beautiful Jurrassic park like domes. There is also a
simple wave shooter section and a small dinosaur museum.

It has very little content and no replay value when you have finished the game the first time. Dinosaurs are scripted and mostly
does not react to your presence or your actions. Visuals are OK but slightly blurred even with high quality and Steam
supersampling. Definitely not worth the asking price, but it works well as a VR demo for friends that are new to VR. Buy only
when on sale!. This is an amazing game I had it on ps4 and now have it on pc. I have no complaints about the game I feel the
storyline is great and the boss fights are pretty challenging especially if you play multiplayer online. That being said my only
complaint is that there are not enough players on this game compared to the ps4 version. Other that that though I give this game
a 9 out of 10.. Commercial with great voice acting! The game doesn't have it, though, and immediately is a lot less amusing than
you'd think. The puzzles don't actually get interesting before you close the game and uninstall. Pity.
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